
With over three decades of Marlborough winemaking 

experience, the three Giesen brothers have come to 

know the region intimately, its best vineyards and 

its terroir. In 2008 they challenged our winemaking 

and viticulture teams to craft a collection of wines 

true to their vineyard, which spoke of their special 

place. Our Single Vineyard Selection was born 

in 2011. They are our icon wines, the best of 

the best. The journey of each wine starts in a 

Marlborough vineyard selected for its unique 

terroir and climate. They are then nurtured 

with meticulous hands-on viticulture to 

ensure fruit produces highly concentrated 

flavour. Our winemaking expertise then 

allows these wines to speak for themselves, 

their purity becoming a showcase of the 

land. We are proud to share our Single 

Vineyard Selection with you.
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Viticulture              Located in the heart of Marlborough’s acclaimed Wairau Valley this vineyard produces fruit with 

intensity and purity. Extensive canopy management and detailed crop thinning ensures this 

conventional vineyard delivers concentrated flavours.

Winemaking Selectively hand harvested, wild yeast starter, rested on yeast lees for 11 months in new 1,000L German 

Oak Fuder Barrels. 

“Fuder wines develop a greater complexity and refinement because oak doesn’t dominate. The ratio of 

wine in contact with the barrel surface is less than smaller barrels so oak pick up is less. The staves of 

Fuder barrels are thicker which means the temperature of ferment tends to be warmer and we find the 

fruit characters gain greater depth and complexity,” Marcel Giesen says. 

VINTAGE 
CONDITIONS

The 2013/14 growing season started as one of the hottest on record with rapid, yet even growth, good 

flowering and fruit set. Then it changed! From late December through to the end of February it was 

cooler than average. However, the vineyards still achieved good berry development. March heralded 

another change, when it was warmer than the norm which provided development of flavour and 

concentration.

Nose Rich intensely aromatic notes of grilled pineapple, pawpaw, baked apple and polenta.

PALATE Richly concentrated yet still has a degree of elegance, this is helped by the bright natural acidity that 

binds the wine tightly

WINE ANALYSIS Alcohol: 13.54%    TA: 6.78g/L    pH: 3.31 

Aging 
potential

Minimum 5 years 


